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“Goth Fashion: From Batcave to Darkwave and Beyond” 
 

“Goth”: A phrase which, for many of us, conjures up stereotypical images of pitch 
black-clad and pale figures, of eerily quiet teenagers seemingly dressed for Halloween 
year-round; and, perhaps for the more historically-inclined among us, a collection of Germanic 
tribes whose clashes with the Roman Empire represent some of the most crucial turning points in 
history. 

Of course, the former—the cliched idea of teens or young adults who take part in a dreary 
and doom-laden clique, more likely frequenters of rain-drenched cemeteries, or abandoned and 
cobwebbed Victorian manors, than varsity athletes or high-rolling yuppies—does have some 
merit to it: They say that stereotypes are based on at least a kernel of truth, after all. 
 

 
 

But as much as “goth” is a recognizable term throughout most of the Western 
world—where counterculture has been, and continues to be, a visible aspect of our 
societies—it’s also one which, as we near the 2020s, is fairly dated: Though rooted in the late 
70s British punk scene, especially the post-punk movement and the overarching art punk 
tendency, and taking influence from glam, and, to a lesser extent, New Wave, goth as a 
distinguishable, musically-oriented subculture really emerged in the 1980s, and its linchpin 
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genre, gothic rock, flourished throughout that decade, quickly expanding to America and then to 
other countries. Beyond that, however, the core gothic culture, based around a series of 
aesthetically and stylistically similar bands and musical trends, began to wane, and goth took on 
new directions: At first it was represented by an array of groups, notably gloomy post-punk 
rockers Bauhaus, The Cure, Joy Division, and Siouxsie and the Banshees; the crusty, whacked 
out sounds of Alien Sex Fiend; the glam-esque Specimen; the harder, heavier rock of The Cult 
and The Sisters of Mercy; and the American deathpunk of 45 Grave and Christian Death. 
Nevertheless, in the 90s and 2000s the subculture trended towards dance, electronic, 
neoclassical, and even cabaret music. 
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Gothic rock, associated with what some now call traditional or “trad” goths, today stands 
alongside numerous other recognizably “gothic” genres like deathrock—sometimes called 
deathpunk, a genre which majorly overlaps with 80s gothic rock and was spearheaded by the Los 
Angeles-based Rozz Williams, the original lead of Christian Death—horror punk (best known 
for being pioneered by the Misfits), gothabilly, darkwave, dark cabaret, and ethereal wave, and is 
more loosely associated with dream pop, gothic metal, industrial (including electro-industrial, 
dark electro, industrial rock, and industrial metal) and post-industrial music, neofolk (sometimes 
called dark folk or apocalyptic folk), shoegaze, synth-punk, Japanese visual kei, and the fringe 
genres of coldwave and witch house (sometimes called drag or haunted house). 

Goth as a subculture, musical trend, or aesthetic is also sometimes confused or conflated 
with emo, the scene subculture, certain forms of heavy metal—especially black metal and the 
aforementioned gothic metal—industrial and its associated “rivethead” culture, steampunk 
culture and fashion, and more “bonafide,” non-post-punk punk rock.  

Needless to say, there is considerable overlap between the goth subculture, its definitive 
musical expressions, and related forms of alternative rock and metal, plus electronica and 
industrial music, and “dark” music generally, making it difficult, if not impossible, to sort out 
what is or isn’t “true” goth. Ultimately, the issue of what goth is today, rather than what it once 
was, when it was relatively “confined,”—back in the 80s—seems to result in a sort of “No true 
Scotsman” debacle. 

Yet just as goth has evolved and expanded musically, so has the iconic fashion of those 
who take part in the subculture:  

The look of the trad goths, best known for those of them who were frequenters of the 
notorious London nightclub, the Batcave—appropriately called “batcavers”—is characterized by 
a mixture of staples of punk fashion, to which the formative, early 80s goth scene—with its 
preference for gothic rock and, soon after, deathrock—was undeniably attached, with the 
defining aspects of the goth style: dark, muted, usually black or near-black, and high-contrast 
colors and tones of clothing and makeup, the latter typically more heavily applied than was 
common of the members of core punk movement. This was especially the case for women—who 
sported thick black eyeliner, eyeshadow, and mascara, and often pearly white foundation, along 
with the stereotypical black lipstick—but also for men, with an element of androgyny, 
characteristic of the contemporaneous New Romantic movement and glam rock, present among 
the goths. 

On the overtly punk side of things, mohawks; torn or tight jeans; jackets—leather or 
denim and at times replete with band patches and various other additions—dyed and heavily 
teased out or “messy” hair; combat boots; piercings, including facial piercings; studded or spiked 
belts, bracelets, and chokers; and safety pins and zippers galore; were all elements of fashion for 
the early goths, and especially so for the deathrockers: 

Deathrock fans’ style takes on everything characteristic of the fashion of early goths, but 
places an emphasis on edgier, D.I.Y., dilapidated, and “garage rock”-type looks, characteristic of 
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the working-class, “angry, young, and poor” ethos of foundational punk. This style of garb can 
be contrasted with the more art punk- and post-punk-inspired side of the emergent goth 
movement, members of which, while often similar or effectively the same in much of their 
fashion sense—presenting a comparable emphasis on black clothing and an overall aesthetic of 
darkness, essentially mimicking aspects of funerary attire as a way of championing the beauty of 
the macabre—are more likely to display a “softer” and generally more graceful and bohemian 
style of clothing.  

Of course, the overarching priority for both deathrockers and goths, as well as 
horror-punks, is the aforementioned dark and contrasting colors, plus elements and accessories 
which accentuate an overall presentation of morbidity and “spookiness,” aestheticizing and 
celebrating the bleaker side of life—death, decay, doom, fear and horror, pain, sorrow, and so on. 
However, deathrockers and horror-punks might be just a tad more likely to sport fishnets, ripped 
tights or slashed tops, shirts or blouses with screen-prints of bones and bats, and—as a flare 
uniquely attributed to deathrock culture—the idiosyncratic death-hawk, a wider, rattier mohawk, 
often paired with a shock or two of hair hanging down from near the temples. 

While the artsy post-punk trad goth is by no means a conformist, the deathrocker look 
seems especially rebellious and outlandish, as if it has just that much more potential to be a 
head-turner. The post-punk look, meanwhile, feels forlorn and yet finely adorned, gloomier and 
less manic than that of the deathrockers, but also more likely to feature a certain touch of 
elegance, a simple and sullen charm which seems lacking in the in-your-face, agitated, 
near-dystopian fashion of the deathrock and horror punk scenes. 
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Goth fashion is undoubtedly heavily inspired by horror fiction, and gothic and vampire 

horror in particular—especially horror films, traditionally the black-and-white classics of 
cinema’s Golden Age but also a number of those leading from them up until and including the 
80s. Bela Lugosi and Vincent Price might well figure into the traditional goth’s pantheon of 
favorite actors. The image of Morticia Addams, perhaps drinking from a pewter goblet or 
carrying a candelabra, might be a little more likely to provide inspiration to a goth than to 
non-“creatures of the night;” and one might find that a penny dreadful, a copy of Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula, or a volume of Edgar Allan Poe’s tales better suits a self-styled goth than, say, 
Cervantes or Hemingway. 

But while definitely to some extent stereotypical, and seemingly whimsical, this idea of 
the goth as a nostalgic type, with an eye for the sensibilities of another, maybe more 
sophisticated time, has some basis in reality: Victorian goth, as it’s called, is a fashion sense 
which brings to life in our era the garb of mid-to-late 19th century Brits, adding to it the 
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blackness and moroseness characteristic of the subculture. Whether ball gowns, corsets, and lace 
gloves, or cravats, canes, waistcoats, and pocket watches, the preoccupation for those sporting 
the Victorian goth look—which has no firm basis in a music scene like those of the trad goths 
and deathrockers do, though the artist Emilie Autumn and act Rasputina, as well as the more 
obscure project Sopor Aeternus, seem likely to provide some inspiration—is to blend the 
previously established goth chic with aspects of fashion from the bygone British era known for 
Jack the Ripper, the first World’s Fair, and the custom of afternoon teatime. Parasoles, top hats, 
hand fans, frock coats, and all, Victorian goth-type fashion can be found featured in many 
examples of popular media, notably the film Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street 
(2007) and the video game Bloodborne (2015). 

 

 
 
But what if we decide to take things in the opposite direction? 
More firmly based in a particular music scene, cybergoth is essentially the aesthetic 

opposite of Victorian goth: Instead of trying to recreate a 19th century fashion sense, cybergoths 
push forward, with a futuristic presentation: Displaying a mixture of belted, buckled, and 
grommeted neon rave apparel and “kandi” (rave accoutrements and jewelry, usually brightly 
colored to stand out against the dark of laser-lit nightclubs and other, similar types of venues), 
which appeared by and large in the 90s, with the darker sensibilities of the goth and rivethead 
styles, the further blackening and increase in reflectivity—achieved by featuring more artificial 
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textiles, like plastic, rubber, latex, and nylon in the cybergoth wardrobe—of oft-contrasting rave 
clothing only better made the glow sticks, hula-hoops, and glow-in-the-dark adornments of 
ravers stand out during hazy and crazed nights of drug-infused electro-dance parties. 

Though cybergoth is not based around a single genre of music, many of those who take 
part in the darker aspects of the electronic dance scene, inviting to so-called cybergoths—or, as 
they were occasionally referred to during the arguable “heydey” of the movement, the late 90s 
and early-to-mid 2000s, “gravers”—seem to favor electro-industrial, dark electro, and dark 
psytrance; there is also a devoted following among cybergoths to similar genres, like aggrotech, 
electronic body music (EBM), electronic dance music (EDM), gabber, and even futurepop. 
(VNV Nation being a primary example from that genre.) Acts like Angelspit, Assemblage 23, 
Combichrist, and Velvet Acid Christ are popular in the cybergoth crowd. 

Cybergoths take on a quasi-dystopian edge when they appear at shows in their 
characteristic facemasks, goggles, and unique style of faux dreadlocks (known as cyberlox), 
giving the impression that, mixed in with the black and reflective textures of much of their 
clothing, and their overall futuristic look, is a swathe of anarchy and the embrace of a bleaker, 
harsher, but no less bombastic and exciting, future. 
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Yet dance parties, punk shows, conventions, and other such artful outings are only one 

part of life—leisure, the little time that most of us get of it. What of those goths so dedicated to 
their style or subculture that they want to bring a bit of it with them wherever they go? Surely, 
with an excess of piercings, tattoos, and other common expressions of the “dark” 
countercultures, a job interview must be hard to swing, and even more so work itself. What to do 
for those who love their gothicness but want to bring it to work, even an office job? 

That’s where corp goth—an abbreviation of “corporate goth”—steps in. 
Corp goth is a style without any specific musical basis. It’s really, ultimately, a practical 

move: If you want to indulge in the look of the subculture, but retain your position—even a 
high-paying one, with pensions, paid vacations, and all—then add just the right touch of goth; 
don just enough darkness to feel expressive, but not too much to scare your boss. 

No tendency in goth fashion is monolithic: These things change—they ebb and flow and, 
frankly, there’s no way to tack down a single outfit as being “this or that” form of goth, as styles 
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are often mixed and matched up in new and creative ways, and fresh trends in goth fashion pop 
up as time goes on. 

This is especially the case for corp goth: 
It is truly ill-defined—neither a definite fad nor derived from any musical movement, and 

corp goths can employ any or many of an endless array of fashion elements: Extra eyeliner and 
mascara, plus a black velvet ribbon in the hair, paired with a black skirt, purse, and jacket; a dark 
waistcoat under a three-piece suit, complete with a chain, plus a blood-red tie and black 
button-down to match; hair dyed black and swept back, but still trimmed and styled in such a 
way that they can be confident they’re presentable at board meetings: Such is corp goth. Really, 
it’s is a subtle thing: It takes motivation and sometimes meticulous planning on the part of the 
adventurous employee, who no doubt may be going out on a bit of a limb, especially if they 
didn’t consult their superior beforehand; yet, when it works, it really works. Sometimes, corp 
goth is so subdued in its “gothiness” that it’s difficult to determine whether an outfit is really 
gothic at all, or merely darker business attire. 

One exception: Corp goth is a style that some don outside of, even solely outside of, 
work, including at conventions and other gatherings where a goth presence might be expected. In 
these cases, outside the limits imposed by the office environment, the goth aspect of corp goth 
may be further emphasized. 

You have to applaud the effort of some people to stay actively engaged with this 
subculture. The corp goths, in their own way, thus represent dedication to goth as a lifestyle or 
fashion statement—or both. 

But let’s sum it up…  
“Trad,” “deathrock,” “Victorian,” “cyber,” “corp”: Goth has many iterations and contains 

a number of stereotypical aesthetics and forms of presentation—certainly far too many to list 
here—ultimately as diverse and numerous as goths themselves. Hopefully, however, this article 
sheds for you a little bit of light on some of the core aspects and notable versions of goth fashion. 

For those interested in exploring this subject further, the fashions associated with 
darkwave, gothic lolita, industrial culture (rivethead culture), the New Romantics, the S&M or 
fetish scene, and visual kei are all worth checking out. 

“Goth”: A phrase which, for many of us, brings to mind black lipstick staining the end of 
a cigarette, sunglasses at night, graveyards, rosaries, platform boots, bats, haunted houses, the 
occult, and all-around doom and gloom. But, despite the generalizations, it remains a unique and 
diverse subculture, and one of the most recognizable and aesthetically influential countercultures 
the world has ever borne witness to. 

Surely it will continue to influence fashion well into the future. 
 
*Note: Image credits are as follows:  
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● Untitled photo: Cassandra Peterson posing as her character Elvira, Mistress of the Dark, 
in 1986, promoting Knott’s Berry Farm’s 1986 Halloween Haunt in Buena Park, 
California. (1986.) Photographer unknown. Courtesy line: “Photo courtesy Orange 
County Archives.” From the Knott’s Berry Farm collection, belonging to the Orange 
County Archives in Orange County, California, via an online, open-source database: 
Wikimedia Commons. Copyright Orange County Archives, 1986. Permission for use: 
Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 2.0)—Creative Commons (CC). 

○ Proposed caption: Elvira, Mistress of the Dark, a character played by actress and 
horror host Cassandra Peterson, here posing for a promotional photo in Buena 
Park, California, in 1986. The character Elvira displays many of the conventions 
and stereotypes of gothic fashion as they were presented in horror, and in 
particular vampire horror, films up to the 1980s. 

● Untitled photo: Deathrock band Christian Death, featuring Rozz Williams, playing live in 
L.A. (1983.) Photographer unknown. From a collection belonging to Johnnie Sage; 
accessed via an online, open-source database: Wikimedia Commons. Copyright holder 
unknown. Permission for use: Public domain, at owner’s request. 

○ Proposed caption: Deathrock legend Rozz Williams performing live in Los 
Angeles, with his band, Christian Death, in 1983. Pictured are lead vocalist 
Williams (left) and guitarist Johnnie Sage (right). 

● Untitled photo: Siouxsie Sioux posing for press photo in 1981. (1981.) Photographer 
unknown. From a press release collection belonging to Polydor Records (UK), via an 
online database: Google Images. Copyright Polydor Records, 1981. Permission for use: 
Non-binding open attribution (CC0)—Creative Commons (CC). 

○ Proposed caption: Siouxsie Sioux, founding member and lead of gothic rock band 
Siouxsie and the Banshees, posing for a PR shot in old-school “trad” goth fashion. 
(1981.) 

● “Woman in Black and Red Short-sleeved Dress Standing in Front of Green Steel 
Structure”: Woman posing in Victorian goth-inspired garb. (2017.) Photographer: 
Nicolas Postiglioni. From an online, open-source database: Pexels.com. Copyright 
Nicolas Postiglioni, 2017. Permission for use: Non-binding open attribution 
(CC0)—Creative Commons (CC). 

○ Proposed caption: A woman posing in Victorian goth-inspired garb. (2017.) 
● Untitled photo: Individual displaying cybergoth style of fashion. (2005.) Photographer: 

“Milk” (Wikipedia—User:MilkMiriku). From an online, open-source database: 
Wikimedia Commons. Copyright “Milk” 2017. Permission for use: Public domain, at 
owner’s request. 

○ Proposed caption: Individual displaying cybergoth fashion. (2005.) 
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